Common Course Directive and Waivers Pitfalls

Too many courses/hours have been subbed in, and so the requirement(s) assigned are over the maximum number of courses/hours for the requirements. This can include accepting/assigning too many transfer course hours.

An override on the exact same requirement line already exists, so MyMav indicates a conflict error.

The GPA filter on the course that is too high. For example, a grade of P is equivalent to 2.0, and so will not fulfill a requirement where a GPA filter of 3.0 is used.

The MAP itself is incorrect or incomplete. Examples: the student has an old catalog year that needs to be updated, or the MAP could be missing a plan or subplan.

Substitute courses are being directed to the incorrect requirement or requirement line, causing the courses to not slot as intended.

The same course has been used as a sub for two different requirements. This will make the total units required to be too low because MyMav only counts a course once. Example: A 3 hour course cannot be used to satisfy two different requirements; however, if there is a 6 hour course, the 6 hours can be split between two different requirements.

Options from “course offerings” were used for the sub instead of “enrollment”. Using “course offerings” could cause an error because the student may not have taken the course.

The course being substituted will not slot properly until an acceptable grade has been given due to the built in grade filters.